Together We Move Resources

The following materials listed are for assisting you in finding large group lessons, memory verse games, and handbook time ideas for working through the Awana books as a group. Many of these materials you may already have in your club resources, so talk to your Commander or Director to see what you have. All materials are available in the Awana Ministry Catalog.

**Sparks**

- **Sparks Handbook CD**
  
  All Sparks handbooks come with a CD that contains audio tracks of all verses recited in the book as well as the full Bible Biographies & Character stories. The CD also contains printable Bible Biographies.

- **FlightPlan Leader’s Guidebooks**

  All Sparks handbooks have complimentary leader guides that list Key learning points, biography activities, crafts, theme ideas, & more for every section in the entire handbook.

- **WHO Do I Need to Know from the Bible? (Large Group Lessons)**


- **Handbook Music CD**

  Contains all verses recited in hand books set to music. Great for kids who have difficulty reading.

**T&T**

- **T&T Leader’s Guidebooks**

  All T&T handbooks have complimentary leader guides that list Key learning points, memory & reviewing activities, & more for every section in the entire handbook.

- **T&T Large Group Time Lessons book**

  All 4 T&T handbooks have a large group lessons book that contain 24-30 lessons that correlate with the material in the clubber handbooks. Also feature group time preparation, theme, and activity ideas.

- **Handbook Music CD**

  Contains all verses recited in hand books set to music. Great for kids who have difficulty reading.

**All**

- **PowerUP**

  Online resource available on ART at the awana.org website. PowerUP provides parents and leaders material for helping with memorization, book pacing, parent handouts, and other learning tools.